• Status of Alumni Assn, Inc.
• “Second round” of new program implementation
• Affordability campaign
• Campus Gateway Plan
• FY09/10 budget
Program Changes/Approval Planned for February 09 Board of Trustees meeting

- Rename BS Information Systems to BS Web and Information Systems (IS)
- MS Pharmaceutical Chemistry (CES)
- MS Software Engineering (CS)
- MS IT Administration and Security (IT Program)
- MS Pharmaceutical Bioprocessing (CBPE)
WORLD-CLASS IS WITHIN YOUR REACH

COMPARISON: Tuition, Room/Board and Fees

As a state university, NJIT offers New Jersey's best and brightest not only world-class degree programs but also a significant cost and financial advantage over similar universities.

NJIT $19,486 (for NJ residents)

Average for Private Technological Universities
(Based on nine private East Coast universities)

$45,685

*Private universities include Carnegie Mellon, Cornell, Drexel, MIT, Northeastern, NYIT, Polytechnic, Rensselaer, and RIT. Figures taken from university websites.

REQUEST MORE INFO  GO TO NJIT.EDU  EXPLORE MORE
Our promise is to provide our graduates a competitive edge and to conduct leading-edge applied research that will help New Jersey prosper.

Sharpening New Jersey's competitive edge
Engineering a piece of the Mars Rover
Preventing billions of tons air pollution
Helping New Orleans rebuild
Building a more diverse workforce
Investing in Newark's University Heights
Enriching campus life and building pride
NJIT is a comprehensive science and technology university that offers 92 degree programs through six professional schools and colleges, which include engineering, architecture, science and liberal arts, management, honors and computing sciences.

State-of-the-art facilities. Distinguished faculty with real-world experience. More than $90 million in research funding. Everything you need to sharpen your edge and ignite your career right here at NJIT.

Each year CPE educates 9,000 students in degree programs and 7,000 professionals study through online learning and non-credit courses. Since 1990, NJIT has trained over 60,597 professionals associated with more than 564 companies' courses.

REQUEST FURTHER INFORMATION

REQUEST FURTHER INFORMATION

REQUEST FURTHER INFORMATION

SEE COST COMPARISONS >
C. Special Area Provisions

New Jersey Institute of Technology Gateway Plan
Broad Street Station District Redevelopment Plan

- NJIT Campus Gateway Plan a subset
- Broad Street Plan passed first reading of City Council Dec 3
- Second reading scheduled for Dec 17

- Next steps
  - Resolution to confirm NJIT conditional designation as Redeveloper
  - Develop Redevelopment Agreement (within 60 days of plan approval)
FY09/10 Budget

- Governor announced no mid-year (FY09) budget reduction for higher ed

- FY10 budget request
  - Program Enhancements ($1.35 M = 3% of FY09 appropriation)
    - Central High planning
    - Library materials
    - IT infrastructure
    - Academic/facility enhancements
  - Salary Program ($4.338 M)
  - General Non-Personnel Increase ($1.357 M = 3.6% to cover inflation)